FORTY-EIGHT HOURS HOLD FATE OF KING

IF KING SURVIVES PRESENT ILLNESS HIS RECOVERY IS TO BE LONG AND DIFFICULT; WALES KEEPS HIS CAR READY

R.L. McWhorter First to Light Christmas Tree

London — (UP) — The next forty-eight hours may decide the fate of King George V.

While the King stood the strain of Wednesday's two operations well, considering his weakened condition, his doctors admitted in an official bulletin that his weakness and poisoning of the system were considerable.

Mr. J. H. Dorsey, Tax Receiver for 28 Years, Dies at Home; Funeral Friday

New York Police Board in Suicide Case

New York City, N.Y. — (AP) — The suicide of a New York City police officer who shot himself in the head outside his residence here today and was later pronounced dead, brings to twenty-three the number of police officers who have killed themselves in New York City in the past year. The officer was identified as Patrolman John D. Kelly, a thirty-year veteran of the force. He was assigned to the 7th Precinct.

SAVANNAH SCHOOLS CLOSE

SAVANNAH, Ga. — (AP) — Savannah schools were closed today because of influenza. The board of health said that influenza cases were at the school and that a third attack while the school was closed.

LEAGUE OF NATIONS AWAITS MESSAGE FROM BOLIVIA ON QUARREL

Lucano, Switzerland. — (AP) — The council of the League of Nations today received two messages from Bolivia regarding the League's appeal for specific settlement of the dispute between Paraguay and Bolivia.

AGDA GIRL AWAITS MESSAGE FROM BOLIVIA ON QUARREL

R. L. McWhorter first to light Christmas tree.

G. O. P. Official

Job, is Claim

COACHES OTHER THAN THE OFICIALS

Political Exiles on Move to Scene of War Scare

WASHINGTON — (AP) — A political exiles, including Premier General Kurtis, former German Premier, are on their way to Bolivia to attend the Pan-American Conference of Anti-Fascist Nations. The exiles will arrive in Bolivia on Thursday and will attend the conference on Friday.

Narcotic Queen

In Border Dispute

BUENOS AIRES READY FOR VISIT OF HOOVER; MANY GUARDS USED AS PROTECTION

BUENOS AIRES. (AP) — While the police Thursday were holding Alejandro Searson and the famous cocaine cultivator of pivotal plots against the Hoover, the government's watchful-eye organization for the protection of the Hoover parts became active. The tense on the morning in anticipation of the visit of the Hoover party.

Saez, one of the most important officials of the government, said that the police were on the alert to prevent any disturbance.

SEARSON'S COCAINE PLANT
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Widow of Famous Cocaine Cultivator

Widow of famous cocaine cultivator, Mrs. E. D. Cobb, who has been identified as the leader of the Hoover party, was taken to the police station today.
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